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### Title: Oropesa v. Oropesa: A Case on Guardianship and Competency

### Facts:
In January 2004, Nilo Oropesa petitioned the Regional Trial Court (RTC) of Parañaque City
to be appointed guardian over his father, Cirilo Oropesa’s property, claiming Cirilo’s various
illnesses over ten years had impaired his memory and judgment. The RTC ordered a social
case study, which proceeded without Cirilo’s cooperation.

Cirilo opposed the petition, leading to Nilo presenting evidence including testimonies from
himself,  his sister,  and Cirilo’s former nurse. Nilo did not formally offer this evidence,
leading Cirilo to file an omnibus motion against it. The RTC granted Cirilo’s motion and
dismissed the case in September 2006, a decision upheld in November 2006 upon Nilo’s
reconsideration request.

Nilo appealed to the Court of Appeals, which affirmed the RTC’s decisions in February 2008
and denied his motion for reconsideration in September 2008. Consequently, Nilo filed a
petition for review with the Supreme Court, challenging the dismissal of his guardianship
petition.

### Issues:
1. Whether Cirilo Oropesa is considered an “incompetent” person under Section 2, Rule 92
of the Rules of Court, thereby necessitating guardianship.
2. Whether the presented evidence is sufficient to establish Cirilo’s incompetence.
3. Whether the dismissal of the case via demurrer to evidence was appropriate.

### Court’s Decision:
The Supreme Court found the petition without merit, agreeing with lower courts that Nilo
failed to prove Cirilo’s incompetence through clear and convincing evidence. It was noted
that Cirilo’s alleged medical and mental deterioration lacked substantial documentary or
testimonial evidence. Furthermore, a neuropsychological screening report suggested Cirilo
had average cognitive functioning, contradicting claims of incompetence.

The Court highlighted procedural flaws in Nilo’s presentation of evidence and emphasized
the trial court’s prerogative to rule based on its assessment of the presented proofs. The
decision  to  grant  Cirilo’s  demurrer  to  evidence  was  deemed  proper,  leading  to  the
affirmation of the appellate court’s dismissal of the appeal.

### Doctrine:
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The Supreme Court reiterates the standard for determining incompetence, requiring clear,
positive, and definitive evidence. It also underscores the procedural necessity of formally
offering evidence in trial proceedings and validates the use of a demurrer to evidence as a
means to challenge the sufficiency of a plaintiff’s proofs without needing the defense to
present countering evidence.

### Class Notes:
– Incompetence must be proven with clear, positive, and definitive evidence.
– The formal offer of evidence is a critical procedural step in trial proceedings.
– A demurrer to evidence allows for dismissal based on insufficiency of plaintiff’s evidence
without the need for defense evidence.
– Guardianship proceedings require a careful assessment of the proposed ward’s ability to
manage their own affairs and property,  often requiring expert testimony or substantial
documentary proof.

### Historical Background:
The case highlights judicial scrutiny in guardianship proceedings, reflecting the courts’ role
in ensuring guardianship is granted only when truly necessary to protect the interests of
those genuinely unable to care for themselves. It underscores the balance between respect
for individual autonomy and the protective function of guardianship within Philippine legal
jurisprudence.


